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Abstract
This study investigates the child-directed speech (CDS) of four Russian-, six German, and six
English-speaking mothers to their 2-year-old children. Typologically Russian has considerably less
restricted word order than either German or English, with German showing more word-order variants
than English. This could lead to the prediction that the lexical restrictiveness previously found in the
initial strings of English CDS by Cameron-Faulkner, Lieven, and Tomasello (2003) would not be
found in Russian or German CDS. However, despite differences between the three corpora that
clearly derive from typological differences between the languages, the most significant finding of this
study is a high degree of lexical restrictiveness at the beginnings of CDS utterances in all three lan-
guages.
Keywords: Child-directed speech; Language learning; Russian; German; English; Lexical restricted-
ness; Lexical strings; Learning strings
1. Introduction
A wide range of studies has shown that infants are capable of distributional learning in
the first year of life with the factors to which they are sensitive changing as they develop.
However, though the role of the language that children hear has always been central to theo-
retical arguments about how language can be learned, we know rather little how the input is
in fact structured, especially for languages other than English. Following Chomsky, many
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have claimed that children could not learn the underlying structure of language from what
they hear (Chomsky, 1959; Crain, 1991; see also Pinker, 1989). Two main reasons were
suggested for this, first that the input is chaotic and sometimes ungrammatical and, second,
that the surface form of utterances does not provide a guide to their underlying structure.
Research in the generativist tradition has consequently assumed that children use innate
syntactic representations to construct the grammar of the language that they are learning.
However, all learnability theorists have of course assumed that children must in addition
use the mechanism of distributional learning when learning the particular grammatical
categories of their language (e.g., Pinker, 1989). This is because languages differ in the
range of categories they manifest (for instance, some languages do not have a clear adjective
category) and in the boundaries of these categories. The goal of the present study is to
investigate how ‘‘chaotic’’ the input that children receive really is. To do this we analyze
the input of three typologically different languages. Since distributional learning depends on
identifying patterns, we analyse the extent to which the input of these three languages with
different grammatical structures contains repeated strings of words. In this introduction, we
first briefly review the role of distributional learning in early language development before
summarizing the typological differences between the three languages under study: Russian,
German, and English.
We know that by the time infants are about 7 months old, they can identify words they
have heard in isolation in strings of speech (Jusczyk, 1997), and by 11–12 months of age
they have been shown to be able to discriminate patterns in strings of artificial syllables
(Go´mez & Gerken, 1999). By about 14–16 months, German infants are able to categorise a
novel word following a determiner as a ‘‘noun’’ in a preferential head-turn procedure
(Ho¨hle, Weissenborn, Kiefer, Schulz, & Schmitz, 2006). These developing abilities depend
on the distributional probabilities of a number of interacting features in the input, for
instance, prosodic structure, number of syllables, and phonetic weight. Modeling studies
have contributed greatly to our understanding of the interacting role of these factors by vary-
ing the nature of the input to the model and seeing the difference this makes to the kinds of
clustering that emerges. Although earlier studies were usually done with English input
(Brent & Siskind, 2001; Redington, Chater, & Finch, 1998), there have been more recent
studies that have examined child-directed speech corpora in languages other than English.
This is obviously important to do since English is a strictly word-ordered language and it is
possible that while this could give rise to putative categorization from English input, lan-
guages with much freer word order or more morphology would not yield similar results.
Two recent studies suggest that this is not the case (Monaghan, Christiansen, & Chater,
2007; Chang, Lieven, & Tomasello, in press). However, it is important to note that in both
cases the models were learning from more than one type of distributional information. In
the Monaghan et al. study, the model learned to distinguish open from closed class words
and nouns from verbs in English, Dutch, French, and Japanese using phonological cues and
distributional associations between successive words. However, there was an interaction
between these two types of cues for the different languages which showed that when distri-
butional cues were less reliable, phonological cues were stronger. The study by Chang et al.
(in press) was based on Chang’s two-pathway model, (Chang, 2002). In this study one
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measure was of the overall order of words in the utterance and the second was of the imme-
diate adjacencies between words. It was found that, depending on the characteristics of the
language being analyzed, overall order played a more important role in more analytic
languages such as English, whereas both measures were equally important in more synthetic
languages such as Estonian, Hebrew and Hungarian. Thus, the distributional information
available in the input can cluster word categories with high statistical success and not only
for English, but this works much better when a number of factors are combined.
It has also been suggested that distributional learning might be used not just to learn
grammatical categories but also to approximate grammatical rule-learning (e.g., Lieven,
Pine, & Baldwin, 1997; see also Perruchet & Pacteau, 1990). A vast body of research on
artificial grammar learning has found that adult humans are indeed capable of implicitly
learning quite complex systems through what is essentially distributional learning (e.g.,
Cleeremans, Destrebecqz, & Boyer, 1998). Infants and even nonhuman primates have been
found to show similar capabilities (e.g., Go´mez & Gerken, 1999; Hauser, Weiss, & Marcus,
2002). A number of models have shown how distributional learning over a range of simpler
sentences might enable further parsing of the input in terms of more complex syntax (Lewis
& Elman, 2001; Mintz, 2003).
One theoretical framework in which distributional learning is also assumed to play a cru-
cial role in the learning of higher-order grammatical structures is the constructivist approach
to child grammatical acquisition (e.g., Lieven et al., 1997). In this approach children are
argued to initially represent grammatical constructions in terms of ‘‘frames’’ consisting of
partially rote-learned lexical material and ‘‘slots,’’ where particular categories have been
abstracted. As an example, a child might initially learn English wh-questions by learning
lexically based frames such as What does PERSON ACTION? where what does is a lexically
specific frame, the slot PERSON allows any term referring to a person to be inserted, and
the slot ‘‘ACTION’’ allows a range of action verbs to be slotted in.
There is both experimental and naturalistic support for this constructivist proposal (e.g.,
Lieven, Behrens, Speares, & Tomasello, 2003; see Tomasello, 2003 for a review; Wilson,
2003). In regards to the acquisition of wh-questions, for example, 4-year-old English chil-
dren have been found to make many more noninversion errors when asking questions begin-
ning with What do…? than with What does…? (Ambridge, Rowland, Theakston, &
Tomasello, 2006). This indicates that English-speaking children are not initially learning
WH-word AUXILIARY SUBJECT... ? as an ordering of abstract categories of elements, but
rather they are learning patternings of particular words such as what and does. Thus, it may
be the case the children are able to break into syntax without needing innate syntactic repre-
sentations.
The next question is why certain lexical strings end up as ‘‘frames’’ and others as ‘‘slots.’’
Part of the solution may be simply the relative token frequency of particular lexical
‘‘chunks’’ such as what do… and what does…. Another part of the solution may be that this
and other frames remain fairly constant in the input, whereas the items in the slot show a rel-
atively high type frequency. There is some empirical support for this possibility. Children’s
rate of auxiliary inversion errors in wh-questions has found to be determined at least in part
by the frequency of particular wh-words-auxiliary combinations (e.g., what can ...?, where
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is ...?) in the linguistic input (e.g., Rowland, 2007; Rowland & Pine, 2000). In addition, when
2½-year-olds hear the frame He’s VERBing it with a number of different verb types, they are
much better able to extend this construction to a novel verb in a posttest than if they hear a
variety of noun phrases in the subject position (e.g., Childers & Tomasello, 2001). This fits
with proposals that, if there are salient perceptual cues associated with particular grammati-
cal constructions, this may assist children to acquire the constructions more quickly (e.g.,
Brooks, Braine, Catalano, Brody, & Sudhalter, 1993). It also fits with Casenhiser and
Goldberg’s (2005) study where a novel construction in which the main verb appeared with
highly skewed frequencies was easier to learn. Many constructions do appear with these
skewed verb frequencies—Goldberg (2006) gives the example of give in the double object
dative. Thus, type frequency in the verb position is important—otherwise the child might
learn a lexically specific formula, but if, in addition to this variation, one verb takes the lion’s
share, it may help in the learning of the construction together with its basic meaning.
Thus, the data from language acquisition (at least in English) would lead to the expecta-
tion that increased lexical repetition within particular grammatical constructions in the input
might ease the process of acquisition. The majority of previous studies on child-directed
speech have, however, tended to either look at the input in terms of particular vocabulary
items (e.g., DeVilliers, 1985; Hoff, 2003; Naigles & Hoff-Ginsberg, 1998) or have looked at
syntax at an abstract (non–lexically based) level (e.g., Huttenlocher, Vasilyeva, Cymerman,
& Levine, 2002; Newport, Gleitman, & Gleitman, 1977; Wells, 1981).
One exception to this is the study by Cameron-Faulkner, Lieven, and Tomasello
(2003). They analyzed the CDS of 12 English-speaking mothers first into broad catego-
ries of syntactic construction types and then into ‘‘frames’’ comprising the first one,
two, or three words of the mothers’ utterances. A frame was defined as any initial word
or sequence of words that was repeated four or more times in the speech of one mother,
for instance You — was a one-word frame in intransitives, I think — was a two-word
frame in complex constructions, and That’s a — was a three-word frame in yes-no
questions. Cameron-Faulkner et al. (2003) calculated what proportion of the mothers’
utterances these frames accounted for. The main analyses in this study were within con-
struction types: thus, 20 lexically specific strings accounted for 67% of all questions,
eight for 77% of copulas, and six for 53% of imperatives. These three categories
together with ‘‘fragments’’ made up 76% of all utterances addressed to the children
(confirming the previously cited studies showing that English CDS contains a hetero-
geneous set of constructions).
Thus, the input English-speaking children receive contains so much lexical repetition
that it can clearly be described in terms of ‘‘slot-and-frame’’ patterns. This might help
the child to learn a number of aspects of her language. First, Fernald and Hurtado (2006)
recently took some of the frames found by Cameron-Faulkner et al. (2003) and showed
that 18-month-old infants were faster to interpret words if they were preceded by a frame
(e.g., Look at the DOGGIE!) than if they were not (e.g., Look! DOGGIE!). Second, Mintz
(2002) found that adults will categorize words from an artificial language into categories
based on their occurrence in frames, which would imply that this might also hold for
grammatical categories for children. Third, Saffran (2001) found that adults (and to some
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extent 6- to 9-year-olds) can use predictive relationships between items in an artificial
language to learn something approximating phrase structure rules. Finally, Bannard and
Matthews (2008) in a study that compared children’s repetition speed and accuracy for
highly frequent four-word strings in their input with four-word strings matched for indi-
vidual word frequencies, found that the children repeated the frequent strings faster and
with fewer errors, suggesting that the frequent strings may indeed be represented in the
child’s system as wholes.
Findings like those of Saffran (2001) translate well into thinking about languages such as
English, in which for example certain words such as ‘‘the ⁄a’’ predict a following noun 90%
of the time (e.g., Thorpe & Fernald, 2006). Further examples of this predictability given by
Saffran (2001) include the fact that English prepositions predict following noun phrases (but
not the reverse) and English transitive verbs predict a following noun phrase (but not the
reverse).
The question is whether this degree of predictability in the input is restricted to English
or whether we also find similar levels in other, typologically different languages. To test this
we chose two other languages with varying degree of word order and morphology. Thus, in
the current study, we examine German and Russian CDS to see the degree to which they
show any linearly based lexical restrictiveness at the beginnings of utterances.
1.1. Typological characteristics of English, German, and Russian
English has very restrictive word order and very little morphology. It might be that the
high degree of linearly based lexical restrictiveness found in English CDS (Cameron-
Faulkner et al., 2003) is not reflected in the CDS to children learning typologically different
languages. For instance, more word-order possibilities for particular constructions, richer
inflectional morphology, and high rates of argument omission might all reduce the degree of
linearly based lexical restrictiveness at the beginnings of utterances.
Russian is a language with case- and gender-marking, considerable morphology, and, in
addition, the copula is not expressed in present tense. More significant for the present study,
word order in Russian is syntactically flexible and largely determined by pragmatics; thus,
there are few constructions with syntactically determined word order. For instance, in wh-
questions, the wh-word can remain in situ and thus wh-questions can show much more vari-
able word order than they can in English (Rojina, 2004). These word-order variations lead
to many more possible word-order variants in Russian than in English or German. While a
sentence like:
(1) I saw my brother.
allows no alternative word order in English, in Russian grammar, all 24 possible word
orders for this sentence would be regarded, in principle, as grammatically correct. The pos-
sibility of subject omission adds another six variants to this sentence, allowing 30 possible
orderings in all. Admittedly, such word-order variation is not possible for every sentence in
Russian, but in general word-order variation is much less syntactically determined and more
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pragmatically determined than in German or English. This should then affect the likelihood
of finding lexical frames at the beginnings of Russian utterances.
In terms of syntactic description, German lies somewhere between English and
Russian on a number of dimensions; it has more word-order variants than English. As a
translation for example 1 above, German has three grammatically permissable word
orders:
(2) (a) Ich habe meinen Bruder gesehen. (lit: I have my brother seen)
(b) Meinen Bruder habe ich gesehen. (lit: my brother have I seen)
(c) Gesehen habe ich meinen Bruder. (lit: seen have I my brother)
In fact the SVO order in 2a is more common in German CDS than is the OVS order
shown in 2b. As an example of this, Dittmar, Abbot-Smith, Lieven, and Tomasello (2008)
analyzed CHILDES data of spontaneous speech by German mothers to six monolingual nor-
mally developing children (see Szagun, 2004). They found that in 22% of transitives in
German CDS the object precedes the subject as in 2b. It is also very common for the subject
to follow the verb as in example 2c above and 3 below.
(3) Gestern habe ich meinen Bruder gesehen (lit: yesterday have I my brother seen).
A number of morphological differences across the three languages could also give rise to
differences in the degree of lexical restrictiveness. English has a definite and an indefinite
article, which do not vary for gender, case, or number. German marks gender, number, and
case on both. English and German nouns are usually accompanied by these articles. Thus,
the more rigid word order and smaller range of article forms in English suggests that the
equivalent sentences might be more likely to have predictable initial strings than in German
(compare examples 4 and 5):
(4) That’s a X.
(5) Der ⁄Die ⁄Das ist ein ⁄eine X. (lit: that.masc ⁄ that.fem ⁄ that.neut is a.masc ⁄ neut ⁄a.fem X)
Russian has no articles but syntactically allows more word-order variability, so this could
also give rise to a more variable set of utterances, again reducing the likelihood of finding
frames. Thus, if speakers also use the word-order variants that are permissible in German
and Russian syntax, these differences should be even stronger.
As well as reducing the degree of lexical specificity at the beginnings of utterances, these
grammatical facts of the languages should also have an effect on the length of any repeated
strings that are found. Thus, the Russian equivalent of examples 4 and 5 above is 6 below:
(6) Eto X. (or X eto, in certain pragmatic circumstances)
If this is found to be an initial frame in Russian CDS, the absence of determiners and of
the copula in present tense will lead to a much shorter initial string than will be the case in
either English or German.
These grammatical differences between the languages can lead us to two, somewhat
opposed hypotheses. No one disputes that there are many grammatical differences between
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the languages of the world and that this should lead to variation in the kinds of patterns that
children hear. But researchers often look at the descriptive grammar of a language (i.e., what
it is in principle possible to say) and derive assumptions about what children will hear, con-
cluding from this which elements will therefore be easy or difficult to learn. We will call this
approach the ‘‘grammar-based’’ hypothesis. On the basis of differences between the three
languages in word-order restrictiveness and the amount of inflectional morphology, this
would predict that we will find less repetition at the beginning of utterances in German than
in English and even less in Russian.
However, we do not know whether actual usage, particularly in speech to children, in fact
shows all grammatically permissible variants in equal proportions. Thus, the language-usage
situation (the pragmatics of interacting with young children) may in fact result in certain
lexical items and word orders predominating and this may skew the types of structures and
elements children hear when they are starting to learn language. We will call this the
‘‘usage-based hypothesis.’’ In the present study we explore how the grammar of a language
interacts with what mothers actually want or need to say to very young children by compar-
ing CDS in Russian and German to CDS in English.
We compared the degree of lexical restrictiveness in the initial one to three words of all
the utterances across each mother’s whole corpus. Then, to find out whether there are lan-
guage specific differences in the length of frames, we compared this for the three languages.
We analyzed initial strings using the method introduced by Cameron-Faulkner et al. (2003)
because (1) it allows us to compare our results with the results of this previous study and (2)
because it has been shown that children pay more attention to sentence-initial than to sen-
tence-medial words (e.g., Seidl & Johnson, 2006). We chose to analyze frames up to a maxi-
mum length of three words. In eyeballing the data prior to analysis this seemed to be the
maximum number of words for which a comparison of the three languages was still useful,
as will become apparent in the Results section below.
2. Method
2.1. Data
The data for this study were taken from longitudinal corpora of Russian, English, and
German. All the children in the three corpora were normally developing and monolingual
(age range 1;8–2;6), growing up in urban environments. The data were collected during the
children’s interactions with their caretakers, mostly in free play. The English data are part
of the Manchester corpus (Theakston, Lieven, Pine, & Rowland, 2001). We used the CDS
of 6 of the 12 dyads analyzed by Cameron-Faulkner et al. (2003). The data were partially
recoded and reanalyzed for the present study. Cameron-Faulkner et al. analyzed a mean of
1,400 maternal utterances per dyad (range 1,143–1,736). To match this for Russian and
German, 1,400 utterances were coded per mother. The Russian data were taken from four
mother–child dyads from the Stoll corpus (three boys and one girl; Stoll, unpublished data).
For German we used six mother–child dyads (five girls and one boy) from the Szagun
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corpus on CHILDES (Szagun, 2004). Partially unintelligible utterances, attention getters,
and communicators were not coded.
2.2. Coding
As in Cameron-Faulkner et al. (2003), tag complements were coded as statements and
utterances starting with conjunctions (‘‘and,’’ ‘‘or,’’ or ‘‘but’’) were coded as starting with
the subsequent word. Vocatives were ignored, wherever they occurred in the utterance.
Utterances that continued after interruption were coded only for the second part. If two
utterances were transcribed on the same line, without any syntactic connectors, only the first
utterance was coded.
The Russian data were coded by a native Russian speaker and the German by a native-
German speaking English Linguistics Masters student. Points of difficulty were discussed
by all coders and authors in weekly meetings. To check reliability, 200 utterances from each
German- and Russian-speaking dyad were coded by a second coder, the first author. This
amounts to about 14% of the data. Agreement was very good for both languages with a
Cohen’s kappa of .93 for German and of .89 for Russian. The English data was recoded by
the main coder for German after she had coded the German data.
The goal of the frame analysis was to find out whether the three languages behave
differently with respect to lexical specificity at the beginnings of utterances. To do this
we analyzed repeated lexical strings at the beginning of utterances and the proportions
of utterances that begin with these ‘‘frames.’’ These were coded for each mother sepa-
rately. We followed Cameron-Faulkner et al. (2003) in using a criterion of four exemp-
lars of the same initial one to three words in one mother’s speech. They justified this
on the grounds that a criterion of at least four exemplars in 1,400 utterances repre-
sented a ‘‘reasonably stringent criterion within the sampling limitations that are always
a feature of this research’’ (p. 849).
Table 1 provides an example. If a particular mother’s corpus contains That’s a girl,
That’s a dog, That’s a flower, and That’s your pen, this is coded as a That’s — a two-word
frame.1 If we then find another utterance, That’s a lorry, a That’s a, a three-word frame is
coded, and the That’s — frame drops out together with That’s your pen. It would
require another three utterances starting with either That’s — or That’s your — before
the That’s your pen utterance could be coded as belonging to a frame. Because
we counted contracted forms separately, That’s — is a ‘‘two-word’’ frame and
Table 1
Coding frames: an example
Utterances Frame
1. That’s a girl That’s —
2. That’s a dog
3. That’s a flower
4. That’s your pen
5. That’s a lorry That’s a —
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That’s a — is a ‘‘three-word’’ frame. Equally, for German, Jetzt geht’s — (literally
‘‘Now it goes—’’) is a ‘‘three-word’’ frame.2 The number of frames and the propor-
tion of utterances that they account for were calculated for each mother.
We were interested in whether there was a tendency for mothers to use the same frames,
so if the same frame was present for at least half the mothers in each sample (i.e., three
mothers for English and German and two for Russian), we identified it as a ‘‘core frame’’
(Cameron-Faulkner et al., 2003). When calculating the number of utterances accounted for
by core frames, utterances falling into a core frame were counted only when they had con-
tributed to a frame for a particular mother. The measure of core frames gives us an indica-
tion of the overlap between mothers in the utterances that they are using.3 Finally we coded





The left-hand group on Fig. 1 shows, for each mother, the amount of input data that could
be accounted by either one-, two-, or three-word linearly based sentence-initial frames such
as Do you want…? or I’ve… or Did…?. Sentence-initial frames account for a mean of 70%
in Russian, 80% in German, and 86% in English of the mothers’ utterances. Of course, this
is only likely to help the language-learning child, if the number of frames accounting for this
data is not disproportionately large. That is, the degree of sentence-initial predictability
would not be very high, if the child was hearing thousands of frames. In fact, this is not the






















Fig. 1. Percentage of utterances of individual mothers accounted for by frames and core frames.
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there are 78 frames on average per Russian mother, 97 per German mother, and 143 frames
per English mother. This is certainly not a large number when one considers estimates that
2-year-old children are learning between 3 and 10 words every day (e.g., Carey, 1978). In
terms of precise degrees of predictability, it is probably easiest to consider these numbers in
relation to our total sample. Given that a mean of 1,400 utterances was coded for each
mother, each maternal frame therefore accounts for 12–13 utterances per Russian mother
and 8–9 utterances for each English mother. Thus, these Russian and German mothers are
similar to the English mothers in using a very high degree of linearly based sentence-initial
repetitiveness at the beginnings of utterances to their children.
To make sure that these results are not produced by a small number of very highly fre-
quent frames, Table 3 presents the data broken down for the number of items going into
frames and the percentage of the mothers’ utterances that this accounts for. First, there is
consistency across mothers in the numbers of utterances falling into frames and the percent-
age of that mother’s utterances that they account for. Second, while frames with 4–10
Table 2













Percentage of Utterances Accounted for by Frames
Mother 1 Mother 2 Mother 3 Mother 4 Mother 5 Mother 6 Mean
English
4–10 40.2 45.3 47.2 41.8 52.6 43.7 45.1
11–20 29.4 17.3 24.1 15.5 12.5 29.1 21.3
21–30 1.4 8.7 4.5 11.1 11.3 3.3 6.7
>30 13.0 19.8 9.3 18.3 9.1 8.0 12.9
German
4–10 32.0 34.2 29.0 36.4 34.0 31.1 32.8
11–20 16.3 12.2 14.2 14.2 14.5 15.4 14.4
21–30 6.3 9.0 11.3 9.6 7.8 11.7 9.3
>30 25.7 23.5 26.7 19.4 23.6 19.8 23.1
Russian
4–10 25.9 34.4 25.0 29.5 28.7
11–20 14.9 7.0 10.6 4.8 9.3
21–30 12.2 8.6 12.6 6.5 10.0
>30 15.1 23.2 21.3 28.8 22.1
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utterances account for the highest proportion of utterances, frames with over 30 utterances
are also accounting for over 20% of the data in the case of Russian and German and around
13% for English.
3.1.2. Core frames
To determine how consistent these frames were across different mothers within a
language, we also looked at core frames in each language—frames which half or more of
the mothers each use at least four times. The core frames of course accounted for less of the
input data, but the amount accounted for was nonetheless very high. From the right-hand
group on Fig. 1 we can see that the core frames accounted for a mean of 56% in Russian,
63% in German, and 64% in English of the mothers’ utterances in all three languages. Inter-
estingly, as we can see from Table 2, the actual number of core frames was much lower than
for frames overall. Here it can be seen that each Russian mother used an average of 45 core
frames. However, there were only 64 core frames in Russian overall (because most of the
mothers used most of the same core frames). Since the core frames accounted for 56% of all
the Russian mothers’ utterances (a total of 2,745 out of 4,806 utterances), this means that
one core frame accounts on average for 43 Russian utterances. This figure ends up being
very similar for English; one core frame accounts on average for 46 English utterances.4 It
was, however, quite a bit higher for German for the following reason. Each German mother
used an average of 58 core frames. However, there were only 79 core frames in German
overall. Since the core frames accounted for 63% of all the German mothers’ utterances (a
total of 4,877 out of 7,585 utterances), this means that one core frame accounts on average
for 62 German utterances.
Thus, this core frame analysis shows that in addition to the high level of lexical restric-
tiveness shown by each mother, there is quite some overlap in the lexical frames the mothers
speaking the same language use. Moreover, each core frame has considerable predictability
because they each account on average for between 43 and 62 utterances, depending on the
language.
3.1.3. Differences between languages
Despite the cross-linguistic similarity in lexical repetitiveness, there may still be differ-
ences between the language corpora because Russian and German allow much more word-
order variation than does English. Therefore, we examined whether the number of frames
per mother and the proportion of utterances that they account for differed significantly
between the three languages. This is important, since if children learning German and Rus-
sian are hearing less sentence-initial, linearly based, lexical repetitiveness, this might affect
the speed or process of distributional analysis.
English has on average more frames per mother than German, which, in turn, has more
than Russian.5 A one-way anova shows that the difference in the mean number of frames is
significant (F(2,13) = 34.685, p < .001). Pairwise comparisons indicate that all three
languages differ significantly from each other (p < .05). In addition, the percentage of
utterances accounted for by these frames is not the same across the three languages
(F (2,33) = 79.137, p < .001). English frames account for more of the data than do German
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frames, and both English and German frames account for more of the data than do Russian
frames (p < .001).
Likewise, the number of core frames also differed significantly across the three languages
(F(2,33) = 60.654, p < .001). Pairwise comparisons again found that English mothers on
average use most core frames, Russian mothers the least, and German mothers are between
the two (p < .005). The proportion of data accounted for by Russian, English, and German
core frames again differs significantly (F(2,13) = 10.163, p = .002). This time pairwise
comparisons show no difference between English and German (p = .529), but again both
English and German core frames account for more utterances than Russian core frames
(p > .005). Thus, Russian has fewer core frames accounting for less of the data. English
shows the highest number of core frames and of utterances falling into these frames.
German lies somewhere between Russian and English. However, for all three languages, a
high proportion of utterances in these CDS corpora can be accounted for by highly lexically
restricted, linearly based sentence-initial frames.
3.2. Analysis 2: One-, two-, and three-word frames
The frames included in analysis 1 varied in length from one word (He —) to three words
(e.g., That’s a —.). We also examined whether the language samples differ on this fac-
tor. The reader is reminded that, as a result of our coding system, the relative propor-
tion of different length frames is related. If a corpus has many three-word frames, it
will automatically have fewer one- and two-word frames: since each utterance is only
coded once, utterances captured by a three-word frame will not be available for coding
into either one- or two-word frames.
A repeated measures anova with the length of frames (one-, two- and three-word frames)
as the within subject factor and language the between subject factor found a significant
interaction between language and length of frames (F(4,26) = 59.1, p < .001). For the
anova, we used log-transformed data because the error variances were not homogeneous as
revealed by visual inspection. To find out about the exact differences between one-
word, two-word, and three-word frames we carried out two further analyses.
First, we tested whether there is a significant difference in the number of types of frames
(one-, two- and three-word) across the three languages, that is, whether one language has for
instance more one-word frames than the others. Then, second, we examined whether, within
a language, there are preferences for frames of a particular length, that is, whether, for
instance, Russian has significantly more one-word frames than two- or three-word frames.
The numbers of frames of different length did indeed vary across languages. Fig. 2 shows
the number of frames used by each mother for each language separately.6 Looking across
languages, there are significant differences in the number of frames for all three types (one-
word-frames: F(2,13) = 3.733, p = .052; two-word-frames: F(2,13) = 38.364, p < .001;
three-word-frames: F(2,13) = 59,330, p < .001). Pairwise comparisons show that Russian
has significantly more one-word frames (p < .05) and significantly fewer two-word frames
than either German or English (p £ .001) with virtually no three-word frames. Thus, Russian
has significantly shorter frames than either German or English. German and English show
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no difference in the number of one-word frames (p = .724), but English has significantly
more two- and three-word frames than German (p £ .001). This indicates that English has
significantly longer frames than either German or Russian. In summary, English has the
longest frames, Russian the shortest, and German in between.
As a second step we test whether there are differences within languages, that is, whether
a particular language is significantly more likely to have one-word than three-word frames.
The picture here basically ties in with the previous analysis. In all three languages there is a
significant difference in the number of one-, two-, and three-word frames as shown by a
repeated-measures analysis of variance (F(2,13) = 24.970, p < .001). However, pairwise
comparisons reveal that the three languages differ as to which particular frame lengths tend
to occur more frequently. In English there is no significant difference between one-word
and three-word frames but a significant difference between one- and two-word frames
(p = .011) and two- and three-word frames (p = .016). This is because the most frequent
frame length in English was the two-word frame. In German there is no difference between
one- and two-word frames, but there are clearly fewer three-word frames (p £ .001). In Rus-
sian, there is a significant difference between all three types of frames. This is because the
most frequent frame length in Russian was the one-word frame, followed by two-word
frames, and hardly any three-word frames (p < .01).
Fig. 3 shows the mean proportion of input utterances accounted for by one- two-, and
three-word frames, respectively, for each language separately. This again shows a very simi-
lar pattern of results. The proportion of utterances accounted for by one-, two-, and three-
word frames is significantly different between all three languages: Russian one-word frames
account for more utterances than do German one-word frames (p = .001), which, in turn,
account for more utterances than English one-word frames (p £ .001). The situation is
reversed for two- and three-word frames with English accounting for significantly more






















Fig. 2. Number of one-, two-, and three-word frames of individual mothers.
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the proportion of utterances in Russian accounted for by two- and three-word frames
(p £ .001).
To sum up, lexical consistency at the beginning of utterances in Russian CDS is mainly
carried by the first word, with Russian two-word frames accounting for only 13% of utter-
ances. In German, it is carried either by the first or the first two words, whereas in English it
is carried fairly equally between the first one, two, or three words.
3.3. Analysis 3: What’s in the core frames?
To give a little more detail of what these lexically specific utterances look like, we will
take a look at the core frames in each language. Table 4 summarizes the overall number of
core frames and shows the percentage of core frames that start with different words.
The three languages vary strongly in how repetitive they are in the first word used in core
frames. In Russian 76% of all core frames start with a different word; in German, 52%; and



















Fig. 3. Percentage of utterances of individual mothers accounted for by one-, two-, and three-word frames.
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more core frames, is also more repetitive with the beginnings of these core frames than is
Russian or German. For instance, for English, eight core frames begin with I (I can, I don’t
know, I don’t think, I’ll, I’m, I think, I’ve, I) and two begin with how (how many, how).
Table 5 shows the category that the first word of each frame belongs to (as percentages of
the core frames for that language).
For English, this means that 27.9% of core frames begin with pronouns and 23% with wh-
words. The full list of core frames can be found in the Appendix. Table 5 shows that, for all
three languages, quite a high proportion of core frames start with wh-words, verbs, or
demonstratives. However, the table also gives a relatively clear picture of how the typologi-
cal differences between the languages interact with the linearly based, lexical specificity at
the beginnings of utterances. The higher frequency of core frames starting with pronouns in
English than in either Russian or German is because the relative rigidity of English SVO
word order results in having a pronoun in first position as subject more often than in the other
two languages. Russian has also proportionally more modal particles, prepositions, and nega-
tors at the start of core frames than do the other two languages. If we look inside the verb cat-
egory (Appendix), we can see that, while a large proportion of German and English verbs
that start frames are auxiliaries rather than main verbs, this is not the case for Russian, which
does not have auxiliaries. The differences in the proportion of verbs clearly results from this
absence of auxiliaries and the absence of a copula in Russian. There is an interesting sense,
therefore, in which these Russian frames contain more lexical substance than do the English
and German ones. It is also interesting that there is a greater variety of negators in the initial
words of Russian core frames, whereas in German and English, negation often occurs further
through the utterance or, in the case of English, is contracted onto the auxiliary.
4. General discussion
The focus of the current study was on the language that children are actually hearing at
the point in time at which they are in the early stages of multiword speech. In particular we
were interested in extending previous findings on English child-directed speech to languages
with more morphology and potentially much freer word order. Our main question was
whether these languages nonetheless show the lexically based word-order patterning found
in English and, if so, the extent to which this is modulated by typological differences. To
this end we compared English with German, which has a number of word-order variants,
Table 5
Category of the first word of core frames in percentages
Pronouns
Wh-
words Verbs Adverbs Demonstratives Prepositions Determiners Negators
Modal
Particles Other
English 27.9 23.0 26.2 1.6 12.3 2.4 1.6 1.6 1.0 2.4
German 8.9 16.4 29.1 8.9 21.5 2.5 10.1 1.3 – 1.3
Russian 14.3 17.5 11.1 11.1 19.0 7.9 – 4.8 6.3 7.9
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and Russian, which potentially has free word order. We analyzed corpora of child-directed
speech in these languages in terms of sentence-initial, lexically based patterns. We found
the highest degree of sentence-initial repetitiveness in English, followed by German and
then Russian. A mean of between 143 (English) to 78 (Russian) frames per mother accounts
for over 75% of the utterances in all three languages. For core frames (those which were
frames for at least half the mothers) these figures are 88–45 frames accounting for over 58%
of utterances. This order follows the degree of word-order restrictiveness shown by these
languages and differences in inflectional morphology between them. Nonetheless, even in
Russian, the sentence initial lexical ‘‘frames’’ we found accounted for over 75% of the
mother’s utterances. This indicates that even in some languages where word order is poten-
tially free, the input children receive still contains a great degree of predictability at the
beginnings of utterances.
However, there were clearly differences between the three languages in the number of
frames, the amount of input data accounted for by frames, and in frame length. English
tended to have more and longer frames and these accounted for more of the input data. That
is, English mothers provide the most sentence-initial, lexically restricted input and Russian
the least. One reason for this is clearly the rigid word order of English compounded with the
paucity of verbal and nominal morphology. Our criteria required, first, a strict adherence to
sentence-initial linear order and, second, word forms were counted as separate words if they
were morphologically diverse (e.g., ‘‘play’’ vs. ‘‘plays’’). In addition, a perusal of the
Appendix reveals that the longer English frames tend to contain either a copula or an auxil-
iary. English requires an auxiliary in all questions and negative sentences. Since there are
only a limited set of auxiliaries, this leads to a greater likelihood of longer frames. German
does not require an auxiliary in such sentences. However, since modal auxiliaries, such as
kann ‘‘can’’ and hat ‘‘have,’’ are fairly common and because German requires the finite verb
(or modal) to come in verb-second position in main clauses, this leads to a reasonably large
number of two-word frames. The situation is very different for Russian, which has no overt
copula in the present tense and does not invert the subject and verb in questions. Conse-
quently English has longer frames than German and German has longer frames than Russian.
Despite these typological differences between the three languages, there was a consider-
able degree of similarity both in terms of the amount of input data accounted for the initial
one to three words and in terms of the predictability of the first word. Even in Russian, the
core frame analysis shows that the first word of a sentence tends to be one of only 45 words
for more than half the sentences which individual children are hearing. Moreover, since
these are core frames, which are by definition those used by 50% of mothers within a lan-
guage, there is marked consistency between children in the particular sentence-initial words
they hear.
These cross-linguistic similarities are partly due to the following facts. First, mothers in
all three languages tended to use a fairly large proportion of imperatives (between 11% and
21% of utterances) and these imperatives tended to start with one of a very restricted set of
verbs, consistent with previous findings by Broen (1972) for English. Second, we can see
from Table 5 that all three languages have relatively high numbers of frames beginning with
demonstratives. Finally, from Table 5 and the Appendix we can see that across the three
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languages, wh-words occur frequently at the beginnings of utterances and since there is a
limited set of these words, this will produce relatively high amounts of utterance-initial
repetitiveness.
Many of these similarities across the three languages are interesting in that they are
not what would be predicted by a purely syntactic description. For instance, note that
while, for English, the position of wh-words, imperative verbs, and demonstratives at the
beginning of the utterances is required by English syntax, this is not the case for Rus-
sian, for which much more word-order variability is grammatically possible. This of
course raises the question of why these similarities occur. Part of the explanation is
likely to simply be that descriptive grammars of a language do not define word-order
patterns which speakers actually tend to use. Another part of the explanation may con-
cern the pragmatics of talking to small children. The high proportion of utterance-initial
demonstratives probably reflects the typically ostensive basis of much adult speech to
children of this age within joint attention episodes: pointing things out, naming objects,
and talking about the immediate environment. Likewise, the very restricted number of
utterance-initial imperative verbs probably relates to the kind of things mothers typically
tell their children to do. Thus, one question for future research is thus whether the same
degree of utterance-initial restrictiveness is also found in adult-to-adult speech. We sus-
pect that the answer may depend in part on the particular genre and context of speech
chosen. Adult-to-adult conversations while collaborating on cooking, repairing a car, or
putting up a tent, for example, may show much more lexical restrictiveness than a tele-
phone conversation about last week’s trip to Paris.
The nature of adult-to-adult speech is, however, not as crucial for theories of language
acquisition as is the nature of child-directed speech. It is clear that in Russian, German, and
English, CDS is lexically restricted and patterned in a way that could in principle help
account in part for empirical findings of initial lexically based performance in child gram-
matical acquisition (particularly of English e.g., Braine, 1976; Da˛browska & Lieven, 2005;
Peters, 1983). Indeed, Cameron-Faulkner et al. (2003) did find a significant correlation
between the frequency of various copula frames in the English input and the emergence of
the same frames in their children’s speech. Further evidence for the role of utterance-initial
strings comes from the Rowland (2007) study mentioned in the Introduction.
Frequency is obviously not the only factor involved in learning: some highly frequent
words are learned relatively late. Phonological salience and semantic relevance to the child
must also play important roles. Most crucial for this study is the role of diversity in rela-
tion to frequency. Clearly, the child needs to hear something frequently enough to be able
to learn it, but if there is no diversity then words and constructions will remain fully lexi-
cally specific rather than providing a basis for abstraction. In support of this, Naigles and
Hoff-Ginsberg (1998) showed that the absolute frequency of verbs in the input and the
number of different constructions that verbs appeared in were both related to the order of
acquisition of children’s first 25 verbs. A lexically specific string, once it has been learned,
may well become partially schematic because a number of similar utterances show diver-
sity in the same position, thus allowing the development of a more abstract slot (Goldberg,
2006).
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Future research is needed to pin down the relationship between children’s abstraction of
the more schematic aspects of the language they are learning and the relative frequency of
particular words, cues, and constructions. Such research will need to include languages for
which repetition in morphological units might be more important than the repetition of
whole words, as for instance in polysynthetic languages. Further, the role of frequency of
languages with ‘‘free’’ word order needs to be assessed in more detail. For instance, if in
Russian there are differences in the frequencies with which mothers use different word
orders for the same construction, for example, wh-questions, is this correlated with the
speed with their children show evidence of more abstract wh-syntax? Another line of
research should explore whether differences between mothers in the frequency and diversity
of particular strings relate to their children’s development not only of these strings but also
of the abstractions that we are suggesting could arise from them.
To sum up: We have found high levels of lexical restrictiveness at the beginnings of CDS
utterances in all three languages. But we have also found significant differences between the
languages. The question arises as to how to assess the relative importance of these similari-
ties and differences for children’s language learning. The goal of this paper was simply to
characterize the input from the three typologically different languages; a definitive answer
to this question awaits empirical testing, both experimental and modeling, but we make the
following suggestions.
4.1. Learning word categories
In terms of learning grammatical categories of words, we suggest that the degree of repet-
itiveness at the beginnings of utterances would indeed be facilitative. If we just look at the
first words of core frames, from Table 4 we know that 17.5% of the Russian core frames
start with a wh-word and, from the Appendix, that these consist of 11 types. The figures for
English and German are roughly similar. Since children already know something about
questioning and answering at this age, it seems likely that these facts would help them start
to form a category of wh-words. Thus, already knowing, for instance, that utterances with a
particular intonation require answers, and learning that a subgroup of these start with a small
group of often phonologically related words, might help in identifying wh-words as a
semantically related group and this in turn could contribute to the process of internally
analyzing the frequent wh-aux-subject strings that Rowland (2007) has shown protect the
child from inversion errors. Once this is achieved a more abstract representation of the syn-
tax of wh-questions will be possible. Similar considerations apply to Russian demonstratives
and imperative verbs with which 19% and 11% of core frames, respectively, begin.
A second way in which categories could become identified is through slots in frequent
frames. For example, these could provide a basis for the development of both the syntax and
the semantics of the noun phrase. Lieven (2006) showed that while the productivity of chil-
dren’s novel multiword utterances at 2;0 could largely be characterized in terms of filling
low-scope frames with words for objects or people, these slots then developed more com-
plex NPs. Initially the children placed bare nouns into these semantically identified referent
slots. They then moved to using either a ⁄ the before the noun in the slots and only after this
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did other determiners and longer sequences involving adjectives appear. Distributional
learning could also lead to the development of a more semantically abstract NP category
(one that goes beyond words for objects and people, for instance) since it will cluster words
that appear in the slots of frequent frames in the input (e.g., Redington et al., 1998). A num-
ber of the German and Russian core frames starting with demonstrative pronouns and, in the
case of German, determiners, may well afford the same development, given their frequency
and lexical repetitiveness.
The central tasks facing distributional learning approaches to the learning of grammatical
categories are (1) to specify the nature of the distributional information being registered, (2)
how the varying types of information building up might interact with each other, and (3)
how this changes with development. An excellent survey of this problem is provided by
Morgan and Demuth’s (1996) introduction to their edited volume Signal to Syntax. The
volume is largely concerned with how the developing characteristics of infant speech per-
ception might facilitate word segmentation and, later, the identification of putative catego-
ries of words in a language, for instance, function words versus content words or nouns
versus verbs. Morgan and Demuth point out that no single measure is going to provide a
fully valid cue to, for instance, word class membership but that, depending on the particular
characteristics of the language, sets of measures may interact to provide valid predictors.
Christiansen, Allen, and Seidenberg’s (1998) ‘‘multiple cue integration’’ model is an exam-
ple. In a model aimed at finding word boundaries, they discovered that information provided
individually to the model about phonemes, utterance boundaries, and relative lexical stress
did not lead to good identification but that together they were much more successful.
Children learning languages with richer inflectional morphology are building up distribu-
tional paradigms around this morphology, and this is also not an instantaneous process.
Da˛browska (2001), for instance, shows that Polish-speaking children, while often producing
correct morphology from early on, take a considerable period of time to fill in the whole
paradigm and that even some adults are not at ceiling on low frequency, nonphonologically
transparent parts of the paradigm. Thus, at the same time as children are learning linear
relationships between words, they will also be learning the distributional relationships of
the morphological paradigms of their language through processes that may have much in
common. The point is that distributional relationships will be building up not just around
frequent frames but around all the typologically relevant aspects of a language that have
surface perceptual cues available to the language learner and that these distributional
patterns will interact with each other. To assess the precise ways in which different degrees
of repetitiveness in initial strings interact with other features of the language being learned,
for instance, inflectional morphology and variants in word order, is going to require both
experimental studies with children and modeling studies in which these variables can be sys-
tematically manipulated.
4.2. Learning constructions
In terms of learning constructions, it is quite likely that this high level of repetitiveness
provides children with some basic constructional types from which they can start to vary the
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word order for semantic ⁄pragmatic purposes. However, again the question is whether the
language-specific differences in the degree of repetition have any impact on language
learning strategies. As we have seen, Russian has not only fewer but also shorter frames
than the other two languages. Does this mean that Russian children’s input makes it more
difficult to learn the language? The answer to this lies in the grammatical differences men-
tioned in the Introduction and earlier. If a grammatical feature is not present in a language,
there is no occasion to repeat it as is the case in Russian for articles, the copula, and auxilia-
ries. A Russian child does not need to learn that a presentational construction has three
words before the slot: There is a X. S ⁄he needs to learn only Eto X. Thus, the input provides
exactly the type of repetition that is useful for that particular language. While the copula
construction exists in a variety of forms across all three languages, we would expect Russian
children to learn the highly frequent, though shorter, copula construction from the levels of
frequency we have found here. When and how they learn its word-order variability awaits a
study of word-order variation in Russian-speaking children from the earliest multiword
combinations. There are two possibilities: first that the construction is learned first with one
word order and then subsequently ‘‘frees up’’; second, that since variability is a typological
feature of Russian and if this is reflected in the language that they hear, then Russian chil-
dren would develop sensitivity to this from the outset (Slobin, 2001). An interesting topic
for future research would be to model different levels of word order variability and
construction frequency to see when variability emerges in learning.
A similar case where language specific influences become apparent is that of core frames
beginning with determiners. As expected there are none in Russian, in English there are
exactly two beginning with the and a, but in German we find 17 core frames. German
children have to learn that case is marked on the determiner and thus they have to learn a
variety of determiner forms; therefore, it is useful if they are repeated in the input. The most
striking discrepancies in the number and length of frames are found in frames beginning
with a pronoun, wh-word, and verb. For frames beginning with pronouns neither Russian
(seven core frames) nor German (nine core frames) has a large number, whereas English has
28 different core frames, which are often also two- to three-words long and include an auxil-
iary or a copula. For wh-constructions, English again has 28 core frames, whereas Russian
has only 11 and German, 13. The high number of core frames in English wh-construction is
most likely due to the strict word order in this construction. After the wh-word the verb has
to follow immediately, in German this is almost always the case as well with auxiliaries and
copula exhibiting a larger variety than English. Russian has no copula in the present tense
and no auxiliaries; thus, the number of frames is reduced and the length of frames is again
predominantly one-word as expected. Thus, one could even argue that the level and type
of repetitiveness found in the three languages is specifically tailored to the needs of the
children learning that language. In all these cases the child is learning a mapping between a
particular function (e.g., pointing something out or naming it; asking a wh-question) and a
particular constructional form consisting of the initial string followed by a variable. We do
not have the direct evidence to say whether the typological differences between the lan-
guages would make this an easier or more difficult task for learning a particular construction
in a particular language, but our guess is that the systematicity that we have revealed in what
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children hear is enough to get them started on assembling an inventory of basic construction
types.
That said, we are certainly not claiming that the only way that children initially break into
syntax is by using linear, lexically based patterns. This may be a strategy of choice for
languages like English and German, in which particular word-order variants frequently occur.
But other forms of learning are also obviously taking place and an additional or alternative
strategy for children learning languages like Russian might be to learn slot-and-frame patterns
based around particular, frequently occurring morphemes. In some sense, morpheme-based
frames and lexical, string-based frames might essentially provide the same level of structure
in that they would both involve ‘‘markers’’ for particular grammatical categories. Both may
also provide a similar level of assistance for learning argument structure preferences.
Finally, we should note that the current study used a very conservative set of criteria for
deriving frames, which may have actually underestimated the degree of lexical patterning in
the input. Many sentence-initial patterns, in German in particular, are not captured by our
strict adherence to linear order. That is, many sentence-initial, lexically restricted patterns in
German differ slightly in linear order, but these differences are related. Thus, German has
frequent sentence-initial patterns such as jetzt ist der… (lit: ‘‘now is he…’’) and der ist
jetzt… (lit: ‘‘he is now …’’), which are basically the same speech act for the same event,
contain the same three lexical items, and have ist in invariant verb-second position. Like-
wise, English child-directed speech has previously been found to contain many highly
frequent distributed lexical frames of the type X_Y (e.g., you_it), which consist of two con-
stant lexical items separated by only one word. Mintz (2003) found that by selecting the
most frequent 45 frames of this type from English CDS in CHILDES corpora, he was able to
grammatically categorize the intervening words in approximately half of the corpora at an
accuracy rate of between 91% and 98%. An interesting question for future research would
be apply various different criteria for lexically restricted frames to child-directed speech in
languages like German and Russian, which do not have the rigid word order of English.
4.3. Beyond lexically based schemas
Obviously children move beyond lexically based constructions. The current study and
that of Cameron-Faulkner et al. (2003) do not really touch on the issue of how they might
progress from initial lexically based, syntactic representations to converge on adult-like syn-
tax. Below we sketch out some possibilities. One is suggested by Abbot-Smith and
Tomasello (2006). They argue that as the child cumulatively learns more slot-and-frame
schemas such as What is he ACTION? What does she ACTION Where is Mummy ACTION?
and Where do they ACTION? the semantic and distributional commonalities between these
lexical items and what they refer to will gradually be reinforced. This should mean that the
child eventually represents such sentence-types in terms of WH-word AUXILIARY PERSON
ACTION. Their view is close to that of Langacker (2000:7), who claims that the more
abstract schema which emerges from the process of exemplar learning is ‘‘immanent’’ in
the sum of the similarities of the individual learned exemplars and is not stored separately
from them. The nature of the exemplars, the frequency with which new items need to be
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categorized, and the semantic or analogical distance between the new instances and the pre-
viously learned exemplars will determine exactly how abstract this ‘‘summed similarity’’
(‘‘schema,’’ for shorthand) is.
Nonetheless, some generativists have argued that the child’s language input cannot in
principle be sufficient to allow a gradual abstraction process to converge on an adult-like
syntax, particularly for certain rare constructions (e.g., Crain, 1991). Such theorists might,
for example, look at the fact that English wh-questions in the input are predominately
single-clause questions and wonder how children ever learn to produce and understand com-
plex wh-questions such as Who did Sandy persuade to see Max? or indeed passives with
by-phrases (such as the fence was painted by the man).
Part of the solution is that children DO actually hear these rarer constructions, as
evidenced by studies which have examined densely sampled data (e.g., Abbot-Smith &
Behrens, 2006). Moreover, there is some evidence that children may, in addition, be assisted
in learning these rarer and more complex constructions from their prior acquisition of related
and more frequent constructions (e.g., Abbot-Smith & Behrens, 2006). Morris, Cottrell, and
Elman (2000) illustrated how this might work in a simulation with a connectionist simple
recurrent network, which was trained to assign semantic categories, such as agent or experi-
encer to words in a series of different constructions involving action (e.g., ‘‘kiss’’) and expe-
rience verbs (e.g., ‘‘see’’). The generalization test involved two systematic gaps in the data
presented to the network, both involving experience verbs. The network generalized to the
first construction (the questioning of embedded subject sentences like Who did Sandy per-
suade to see Max?) because it was part of an interlocking group of training constructions
which ‘‘conspired’’ to compensate for the gap. That is, to perform correctly on the embedded
subject question test, the network had to assign the semantic role of experiencer to the ques-
tion word ‘‘who,’’ although the network had previously been trained to assign the semantic
role of agent to the question word in this construction. In the training, however, the semantic
roles agent and experiencer shared a distribution over a number of active voice constructions
which are related to embedded subject questions; namely, simple transitives, questions of
simple transitives, and embedded transitives, intransitives, and questions of these.
5. Conclusions
We have demonstrated a considerable degree of lexical repetitiveness at the beginnings
of utterances addressed to children in languages with less rigid word order and more inflec-
tional morphology than English. Clearly much more research is required to work out exactly
what can be extracted by the learner as a function of both the particular level of repetitive-
ness and the differences in what children hear as a function of typological differences in the
language that they are learning. It should be clear, though, that even using our conservative
frame criteria, it is possible to account for between 58% and 75% of the input data using a
very restricted set of ‘‘frames’’ even in a so-called ‘‘free word order’’ language like Rus-
sian. Thus, it would appear likely that the input in very many languages is more predictable
than might be thought from a purely grammatical description.
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Notes
1. Utterances are given in italics and frames in italics and bold.
2. Contracted negation in English was counted as one word (e.g., don’t, doesn’t, isn’t).
Since, with the exceptions noted in the text, we counted words rather than morphemes,
we refer throughout the paper to one-, two- and three-word frames.
3. Cameron-Faulkner, Liever, and Tomasello (2003) conducted similar analyses but
within each construction, summing the results to assess the number of frames and core
frames in their data and the proportion of utterances that they accounted for. The diffi-
culty with this is that there may have been frames that were counted more than once,
or, alternatively, not detected at all.
4. The mean number of core frames per mother shows that each English mother used an
average of 88 core frames. Overall there were 122 core frames in English. The core
frames accounted for 65% of all the English mothers’ utterances (a total of 5,638 out
of 8,632 utterances).
5. Cameron-Faulkner, Liever, and Tomasello (2003) report a different overall number of
frames and core frames for the 12 mothers in their sample. Their overall number of
frames is 156. Of course, this may be due to the greater number of mothers but it is
also because, as mentioned above, in their study, frames were counted within con-
structions and added up. Thus, there might have been several frames that were counted
more than once, or, alternatively, not detected at all. The same reasoning goes for core
frames.
6. Again, this does not equate to the total number of frames for a particular language, as
mothers overlapped in the particular frames they used.
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